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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

Recent  advances  in  the  theoretical  and practical  implementations  of  biogeography  have  led  to  the  explo-
ration  of  new  bio-inspired  techniques  which  can  prove  to be the  building  blocks  of  hybrid  bio-inspired
techniques.  This  aspect  was  discovered  while  considering  the  exploration  of  bio-inspired  intelligence
for  developing  generic  optimization  algorithms  that  can  be  adapted  for performing  the  given land  cover
feature  extraction  task  at hand.  Certain  bio-inspired  techniques  when  integrated  with  the  existing  opti-
mization  techniques  can  drastically  improve  their  optimization  capability  hence  leading  to  better  feature
extraction.  In this  paper,  we  propose  a generic  architectural  framework  of  a hybrid  biologically  inspired
technique  that is characterized  by its capability  to adapt  according  to the  database  of  expert  knowledge
for  a more  efficient,  focused  and  refined  feature  extraction.  Since  our hybrid  feature  extractor  possesses
intelligence  for  selective  cluster  identification  for application  of either  of  the  constituent  techniques
which  is in  turn  based  on  an  inefficiency  analysis,  we  term  our classifier  as  the  hybrid  bio-inspired  pat-
tern  analysis  based  intelligent  classifier.  Our  hybrid  classifier  combines  the strengths  of the  modified  BBO
Technique  for  land  cover  feature  extraction  with  the  Hybrid  ACO2/PSO  Technique  for  a more  refined  land
cover feature  extraction.  The  algorithm  has  been  tested  for for the  remote  sensing  application  of  land
cover  feature  extraction  where  we  have  applied  it to the  7-Band  carto-set  satellite  image  of  size 472  × 546
of the  Alwar  area  in  Rajasthan  and  gives  far  better  feature  extraction  results  than  the  original  biogeogra-

phy  based  land  cover  feature  extractor  [20]  and  the other  soft  computing  techniques  such  as  ACO,  Hybrid
PSO-ACO2,  Hybrid  ACO-BBO  Classifier,  Fuzzy  sets,  Rough-Fuzzy  Tie  up etc.  The  7-band  Alwar  Image  is
a benchmark  image  for  testing  the  performance  of  a bio-inspired  classifier  on  multi-spectral  satellite
images  since  this  image  is  a  complete  image  in  the  sense  that  it contains  all  the  land  cover  features  that
we  need  to  extract  and  hence  land  cover  feature  extraction  results  are  demonstrated  and  compared  using

d  ima
this  image  as  the  standar

. Introduction
Satellite images contain land cover types some of which cover
ignificantly large areas, while some (e.g., bridges and roads)
ccupy relatively much smaller regions [13]. In the future, new

Abbreviations: ACO, Ant Colony Optimization; BBO, Biogeography Based Opti-
ization; PSO, Particle Swarm Optimization; MDMC,  Minimum Distance to Mean

lassifier; MLC, Maximum Likelihood Classifier; TSP, travelling salesman problem;
ISS, linear imaging self scanning; RS1, radarsat 1; RS2, radarsat 2; DN, digital
umber; I, Maximum Immigration Rate; SAR, synthetic aperture radar; GA, genetic
lgorithm; FCM, fuzzy c-means; RCBBO, real coded biogeography based optimiza-
ion; HSI, Habitat Suitability Index; SIV, Suitability Index Variables; DPSO, Discrete
article Swarm Optimization; NIR, near infra red; MIR, middle infra red; DEM, digital
levation model; E, Maximum Emigration Rate.
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generation of high-resolution satellite sensors will acquire enor-
mous data quantity, so extracting features from a remote sensed
image will become even more difficult. Researchers have been con-
tinuously searching for new techniques that can extract maximum
information from the remotely sensed image [2].

Very recently the concept of swarm intelligence [7,16],  an opti-
mized approach of image classification of satellite multi-spectral
images, has been introduced in this category. This technique
with lower cost and higher degree of classification accuracy, will
be able to replace high resolution high cost satellite imageries.
Various swarm intelligence techniques such as the Ant Colony
Optimization [4],  Particle Swarm Optimization [18] and Hybrid
ACO2/PSO optimization [5,8,9] have been used for solving the
problem of Satellite Image Classification. However, out of these

enormous techniques available for image classification, at present,
it is not possible to state which classifier is best for all situations
as the characteristic of each image and the circumstances for each
study vary so greatly. Therefore, it is essential that each analyst

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.asoc.2011.10.006
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/15684946
www.elsevier.com/locate/asoc
mailto:goel_lavika@yahoo.co.in
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nderstand the alternative strategies for feature extraction so
hat he or she may  be prepared to select the most appropriate
echnique for the feature extraction task in hand.

Our proposed work is motivated by the very recently intro-
uced swarm intelligence technique called the Biogeography Based
ptimization Technique [25] and bases its fundamentals from the

esearch paper titled “Biogeography Based Optimization” [25]. The
ndings of recent studies are showing strong evidence to the fact
hat some aspects of biogeography [26] can be adaptively applied
o solve specific problems in science and engineering such as in
he military application of prediction of enemy base stations [10].
he main characteristic of the BBO Technique that has been modi-
ed for application in Satellite Image Classification [20] is that this
echnique is flexible to classify the desirable features more effi-
iently than the other features and hence it shows a wide range
f efficiencies in classifying different features of an image as was
emonstrated in our paper [11]. Also BBO Technique improves

ts solutions with each iteration and thus probabilistically refines
ts classification at each iteration. We  therefore extend the basic
ybrid classification framework in our paper [11] and propose a
eneric system architecture for feature extraction from a given
ulti-spectral satellite image.
By the motivation of these characteristic strengths of the above

warm intelligence techniques, we formulated an algorithm which
s a hybrid of the ACO, PSO and BBO Techniques for Satellite Image
lassification. Hence we  propose a swarm intelligence based classi-
cation algorithm which integrates the ACO2/PSO Technique with
he recently introduced population based swarm intelligence tech-
ique called the Biogeography Based Optimization Technique for
uilding an artificially intelligent hybrid classifier.

The organization of the paper is as follows: Section 2 presents
 brief review of the related work done in the field of swarm intel-
igence and our motivation towards the proposed methodology.
ection 3 presents a brief review of BBO and Hybrid ACO2/PSO
echniques. Section 4 describes the swarm intelligence techniques
f hybrid ACO2/PSO and BBO which have been modified to adapt
o the problem of land cover feature extraction. Section 5 presents
he proposed framework of our hybrid bio-inspired pattern analysis
ased intelligent classifier- the system architecture, the mathemat-

cal formulation and the detailed functional architecture/algorithm
or feature extraction. Section 6 presents the implementation
esults of the proposed hybrid classifier and compares its effi-
iency with the BBO Technique Section 7 assesses the accuracy of
he proposed algorithm by preparing an error matrix and calculat-
ng the user’s and the producer’s accuracy and also comparing its
rror matrix with the simple BBO Classifier error matrix. Section

 presents a comparison of the proposed classifier with the tradi-
ional Probabilistic Classifiers such as the MDMC  and MLC. Section

 presents the classified images using other recent Soft Computing
echniques and provides a comparison of the Soft Computing Clas-
ifiers vs Probabilistic Classifiers. Section 10 presents Conclusion
nd future scope of the proposed work.

. Related work

In remote sensing the problem of land cover feature extrac-
ion (or satellite image classification) has been solved by using
he traditional classical approaches like Parellelopiped Classifica-
ion [13], Minimum Distance to Mean Classification [13], Maximum
ikelihood Classification [13] etc. However, these techniques show
imited accuracy in information retrieval and high resolution image
s needed. Also these techniques are insensitive to different degrees

f variance in the spectral response data.

To provide a solution to the above problems, soft computing
echniques were introduced in remote sensing for image classifica-
ion. Soft computing techniques differ from the above conventional
uting 12 (2012) 832–849 833

(hard) computing techniques in that, unlike hard computing, they
are tolerant of imprecision, uncertainty and partial truth. In effect,
the role model for soft computing is the human mind. The guiding
principle of soft computing is: Exploit the tolerance for imprecision,
uncertainty and partial truth to achieve tractability, robustness and
low solution cost. The principal constituents of soft computing
techniques are fuzzy logic [19], rough set theory [22–24],  neural
network theory, probabilistic reasoning, and Swarm Intelligence
Techniques [16] with the latter subsuming belief networks, genetic
algorithms, chaos theory and parts of learning theory. However,
the soft computing techniques like the fuzzy classifier [19] and the
rough set classifier [19,21] were not able to provide good result in
case of ambiguity sine the main goal of these techniques was to syn-
thesize approximation of concepts from the acquired data. Hence,
these techniques did not provide very much accurate results with
low spatial resolution images. Also these techniques were not able
to handle the crisp and continuous data separately.

The solution to the above drawbacks was  provided by the
recently introduced concept of swarm intelligence [16]. Our pro-
posed work bases its fundamentals from Swarm Intelligence. This
technique improves the classification of satellite multi-spectral
images and is more accurate when working with low spatial res-
olution images. As the frontiers of space technology advance, the
knowledge derived from the satellite data has also grown in sophis-
tication. We  need more accurate and efficient image classification
algorithms. Also no single classifier can prove to satisfactorily
classify all the basic land cover classes of a region. Hence we pro-
pose a swarm intelligence based classification architecture which
combines the strengths of the ACO2/PSO technique [5,8] with
the characteristic strengths of the recently introduced population
based swarm intelligence technique called the Biogeography based
optimization technique [25]. The main characteristic of the BBO
technique for satellite image classification is that this technique
is flexible to classify the desirable features more efficiently than
the other features and hence it shows a wide range of efficiencies
in classifying different features of an image. Also BBO technique
improves its solutions with each iteration and thus probabilisti-
cally refines its classification at each iteration. This combination
gives this classifier artificial intelligence to identify the features effi-
ciently classified by BBO and by ACO2/PSO separately based on an
analysis of the training set data distribution graph.

3. A brief review of BBO and Hybrid ACO2/PSO Techniques

This section briefly reviews the bio-inspired techniques of BBO,
ACO and PSO used in the development of our hybrid bio-inspired
pattern analysis based intelligent classifier.

3.1. Biogeography Based Optimization

BBO is a population based EA wherein optimization is done
based on migration of species. As a global optimization method,
BBO is an original algorithm based on the mathematical model of
organism distribution in biological systems. BBO is an evolutionary
process that achieves information sharing by biogeography-based
migration operators. In BBO, habitats represent candidate problem
solutions, and species migration represents the sharing of features
between candidate solutions according to the fitness of the habitats.
The idea of BBO was first presented in December 2008 by Simon
[25]. One characteristic of BBO is that the original population is
not discarded after each generation; it is rather modified by migra-

tion. Also for each generation, BBO uses the fitness of each solution
to determine its emigration and immigration rate [10,25–27].  In
a way, we can say that BBO is an application of biogeography to
EAs. In BBO, each individual is considered as a habitat with a HSI
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10,25–27],  which is similar to the fitness of EAs, to measure the
ndividual fitness. Also, an SIV which characterizes the habitabil-
ty of an island is used. A good solution is analogous to an island

ith a high HSI, and a poor solution indicates an island with a low
SI. High HSI solutions tend to share their features with low HSI

olutions. Low HSI solutions accept a lot of new features from high
SI solutions [25,26]. The BBO Algorithm proposed by Dan Simon

s presented below [25].

(a) Initialize the BBO parameters. This means deriving a
method of mapping problem solutions to SIVs and habitats
which is problem dependent.
(b) Initialize the maximum species count Smax and the max-
imum migration rates E and I, the maximum mutation rate
mmax, and an elitism parameter.
(c) The maximum species count and the maximum migration
rates are relative quantities. That is, if they all change by the
same percentage, then the behavior of BBO will not change.
This is because if E, I, and Smax change, then the migration rates
immigration rate (�), emigration rate (�), and the species count
S will change by the same relative amount for each solution.
(d) Initialize a random set of habitats, each habitat correspond-
ing to a potential solution to the given problem.
(e) For each habitat

Map  the HSI to the number of species S, the immigration
rate �, and the emigration rate �.

Probabilistically use immigration and emigration to modify
each non-elite habitat.

Re-compute each HSI.
Update the probability of its species count using (d). Then

mutate each non-elite habitat based on its probability and re-
compute each HSI.
End For
(f) This loop can be terminated after a predefined number of
generations or after an acceptable problem solution has been
found.

It is to be noted that after each habitat is modified, its feasibility
s a problem solution should be verified. If it does not represent a
easible solution, then some method needs to be implemented in
rder to map  it to the set of feasible solutions [25].

.2. Hybrid ACO2/PSO optimization

Parpinelli et al. were the first to propose ACO for discovering
lassification rules [17], with the system Ant-Miner.  Fernando et al.
9] proposed an extension to Ant-Miner, named cAntMiner, which
as able to cope with the continuous values as well.

The Ant Miner and cAntMiner have already been a significant
pproach for data mining, but an extremely large amount of com-
utation is required with the problem of unusually large amount
f attributes and classes. The “standard” binary/discrete PSO algo-
ithm [18] does not deal with categorical values in a natural fashion
hen compared to ACO. In particular, the standard PSO for coping
ith binary attributes represents a particle by a bit string, where

ach binary value such as true or false is encoded as 1 or 0. Later, the
tandard binary PSO was modified to cope with multi-valued cate-
orical attributes [18], developing a DPSO algorithm for discovering
lassification rules.

Unlike a conventional PSO the Hybrid PSO-ACO algorithm can
irectly cope with the nominal attributes, without converting nom-

nal values into numbers in a pre-processing phase. The Hybrid

SO-ACO given by Nicholas and Frietas uses sequential covering
pproach for rule extraction [6,8]. After that they also proposed

 new modified version PSO-ACO2 directly deals with both the
ontinuous and nominal attribute-values [9].
uting 12 (2012) 832–849

Both the original PSO/ACO algorithm and the new modified ver-
sion PSO/ACO2 use a sequential covering approach to discover one
classification-rule-at-a-time. The hybrid version given by Nicholas
and Freitas can be understood as below.

(a) Initially Rule Set is empty (Ф)
(b) For Each class of cases Trs = {All training cases}

While (Number of uncovered training cases of class
A > Maximum uncovered cases per class)

Run the PSO/ACO algorithm for finding best nominal rule
Run the standard PSO algorithm to add continuous terms

to Rule, and return the best discovered rule BestRule
Prune the discovered BestRule
RuleSet = RuleSet U BestRule
Trs = Trs − {training cases correctly covered by discovered

rule}
End of while loop

End of for lop
(c) Order these rules in RuleSet by descending Quality

It is necessary to estimate the quality of every candidate rule
(decoded particle). A measure must be used in the training phase
in an attempt to estimate how well a rule will perform in the test-
ing phase. Given such a measure it becomes possible to optimize a
rule’s quality (the fitness function) in the training phase and this is
the aim of the PSO/ACO2 algorithm. In PSO/ACO [7,8] the Quality
measure used was Sensitivity × Specificity where TP, FN, FP and TN
are, respectively, the number of true positives, false negatives, false
positives and true negatives associated with the rule [6–8].

Sensitivity × Specificity = TP
TP + FN

× TN
TN + FP

(1)

Original Quality Measure.
Later it is modified as Eq. (2) given below:

Sensitivity × Precision = TP
TP + FP

× TP
TP + FP

(2)

Quality Measure on Minority Class.
This is also modified with using Laplace correction as;

Precision = 1 + TP
1 + k + TP + FP

(3)

New Quality Measure on Minority Class, where ‘k’ is the number of
classes.

So, PSO/ACO attempted to optimize both the continuous and
nominal attributes present in a rule antecedent at the same time,
whereas PSO/ACO2 takes the best nominal rule built by PSO/ACO2
and then attempts to add continuous attributes using a standard
PSO algorithm.

4. Land cover feature extraction using ACO2/PSO and BBO
Techniques

In this section, we  shall describe the swarm intelligence tech-
niques of Hybrid ACO2/PSO and BBO which have been modified to
adapt to the problem of land cover feature extraction. The details
of the dataset used for the purpose of land cover feature extraction
are as described in Section 4.1.

4.1. Dataset used

Our objective is to use the above swarm intelligence techniques

as an efficient land cover classifier for satellite images. We  have
taken a multi-spectral, multi resolution and multi-sensor image of
size 472 × 546 pixels of Alwar area in Rajasthan, India. The satellite
image for 7 different bands is taken. These bands are red, green, near
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(a) Retrieve the original multi-spectral multi-band image in .tiff
format.
(b) Generate the training set using ERDAS software, according
to the different classes generated by experts.
(c) Convert this training data set into the unified Attribute Rela-
tion File Format.
(d) Apply the Hybrid PSO/ACO2 on the training data set
obtained at step (c), by the Open Source Tool to get the rule set
and go to step (e).
(e) For each rule in the rule set perform the following actions:

For each pixel of the original image
If the pixel validates the rule
Then
The pixel is set to be in the region decided by the rule and

the color code is assigned.
Else
Move to the next rule.

(f) Finally the classified image is obtained in .jpeg, .jpg, .tiff or
ig. 1. 7-Band Satellite Image of Alwar Area in Rajasthan, India (Courtesy of Defense
ndia).

nfra-red, middle infra-red, radarsat-1, radarsat-2, and digital ele-
ation model. The ground resolution of these images is 23.5 m and
s taken from LISS-III sensor. The 7-band satellite image of Alwar
rea in Rajasthan is given in Fig. 1.

.2. Hybrid ACO2/PSO land cover feature extraction

The hybrid ACO2/PSO algorithm for land cover feature extrac-
ion detailed in [5] is represented diagrammatically in Fig. 2 and
s formally presented in the form of an algorithm. The input to
he algorithm is the multi-spectral multi-band satellite image and
he output is the classified image in .jpeg, .tiff format. By these

ulti-band images the experts generate the training set. Experts
f remote sensing open these images in ERDAS IMAGINE [13,14].
hey manually select the pixels of different class regions and set

 definition color code using ERDAS Signature Editor. This data set
s provided by the experts in the form of digital numbers (inten-
ity value pixel in a digital image). This dataset can be in any Excel
heet, Access sheet or in Text file. The Decision according to the DN
alues is also set in the table.

From these DN values we extract rules by applying the
SO/ACO2 algorithm. To apply the Modified Hybrid ACO/PSO2, we
se the Open Source Tool for Hybrid ACO/PSO2. Before applying
hese algorithms for rule-set generation we change the training set
nto the unified Attribute Relation File Format, i.e., .arff format. We
btain the rule sets from the Open Source Tool for PSO/ACO2 [28].

But this rule set does not provide the classified image. So we
ode these rules in a MATLAB file. In MATLAB coding the multi-
and images are read and then for each pixel of the image, the DN
alues are checked according to the rule set contained. If the pixel
alidates any rule then the decision of the rule is set to be the class

f the pixel and the pixel is set to a specified color. On executing
his MATLAB file we obtain the Final Classified Image.

The region matching or classification coding is done in MATLAB
nd it will give the output classified image on executing.
any other image format.

4.3. Biogeography based land cover feature extraction

This section describes the details of the biogeography based land
cover feature extraction process – the parameters and the defini-
tions used, the assumptions made, the algorithm used and the other
architectural details including the derivation of the mathematical
formulation of the algorithm. The procedure of biogeography based
land cover feature extraction mainly incorporates the following
steps:

a. Define the different parameters used in the Biogeography based

land cover feature extraction algorithm which are required as
the preprocessing steps towards the application of the BBO Tech-
nique for the purpose of land cover feature extraction and also
state the assumptions made.
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Fig. 2. Diagrammatic representation of the Hybrid

. Initialize the biogeography based land cover feature extrac-
tion algorithm by generating unsupervised clusters (elementary
classes), using the rough set toolkit, ROSETTA [15], that need to
be classified into an appropriate land cover feature upon com-
pletion of the algorithm.

c. Modify the BBO Technique proposed by Simon [25] to suit the
purpose of land cover feature extraction.

. Run the Biogeography based land cover feature extraction algo-
rithm on the given multi-spectral satellite image dataset.

.3.1. Some important relevant definitions for the biogeography
ased land cover feature extraction algorithm

We  now identify some important relevant definitions of the
arameters originally proposed by Simon [25] which have been
efined to suit our purpose of land cover feature extraction [20].
hese parameters define the preprocessing steps of the biogeogra-
hy based land cover feature extraction algorithm. Following are
ome important relevant definitions of the parameters and the
ther concepts used:

Assumption: Species Si in this study refers to the image pixels
nd the Image I, may  be considered as a set of species.
 = {Si|∀i ∈ [1·  · ·(Size of image I)]}

efinition 1. Eco-System: It is described as under [20]:
/PSO Algorithm for land cover feature extraction.

(i) A habitat is a place where resides some species and that are
likely to be migrated to other more suitable habitats. Let the
total population of all kinds of species reside in N habitats, Hi.

(ii) The habitat Hi,  is not of homogeneous composition of species.
It contains different types of species.

iii) A Universal Habitat � is considered which hosts all the image
species. Therefore,

� = ∪N
i=1Hi

(iv) Feature Islands:  these are the habitat islands populated by
the homogeneous species. These are nothing but the labeled
dataset/training dataset generated by the expert. Five types of
the feature Islands are considered here, namely: water,  vegeta-
tion, rocky, urban and barren.

(v) Therefore, the ecosystem H6 is a group of 6 habitats (one Uni-
versal Habitat and five Feature Islands, Fig. 3).

(vi) The eco-system therefore is illustrated in Fig. 3.

Definition 2. Suitability Index Variable (SIV): Each of the multi-
spectral band of image represents one Suitability Index Variable
(SIV) of the habitat. Further, image in each band is a gray image;

therefore, SIV ∈ C is an integer and C ⊆ [0,255].

Definition 3. Habitat: A habitat H ∈ SIVmwhere m is 7 = total image
bands.
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Fig. 3. Eco-system – initial state of Habitats.

efinition 4. Unsupervised Clustering:  The image I is subjected
o 20 simple partitions Pi. The image may  be partitioned into any
umber as per the individual preference.

 = {Pi, . . . , P20}

Each Pi is subjected to unsupervised clustering so that based on
ome criteria derived from the Pi statistics, new smaller clusters are
enerated.

The Rough Sets based clustering [21–23] is performed to Pi, and
ew, unsupervised, clusters are generated. These are now known
s the new habitats Hi.

The preference to the Rough Sets is given because of the follow-
ng reasons:

i. The concept of equivalence class [21,24] automatically generates
the clusters based on the criteria of indiscernibility.

i. This method does not need to know a priori, the number of clus-
ters required.

For the indiscernibility criteria the attributes are the NIR and
IR  bands. It has been observed that NIR and MIR  bands contain a

ood amount of geospatial information [19].
The set of all equivalence class/elementary knowledge granules,

.e., Hi are nothing but the partition of Pi.

Pi

R
= {[x]R : x ∈ Pi}

here the equivalence relation R = IND({NIR, MIR}) = {(x, y) ∈ Pi}
Therefore, Hi,  may  now be considered as mixed species habitat

nd therefore contains uncertainty. The removal of the uncertainty
n the type of the species is carried out in this section.

et J = |Pi/R|,

Then J gives the no. of knowledge granules generated from Pi.
From the above discussion we infer the following:

= ∪20
i Pi

here Pi = ∪J
i
Hi.  For the sake of simplicity we may  define HP, as a

ingle unsupervised cluster of the Pth partition of the image I.
efinition 5. Feature sharing in BBO: The original BBO Algorithm
25] proposed the migration of SIV values from a high HSI habitat
o a low HSI habitat. The shared features (SIV) remain in the high
Fig. 4. State after first generation.

HSI solutions, while at the same time appearing as new features in
the low HSI solutions.

In this algorithm, rather than moving SIV, we  are moving species
altogether from a Universal Habitat to feature Islands. The species
does not remain shared: it is removed from the Universal Habitat
and migrated to feature habitat (Fig. 4).

Definition 6. Habitat Suitability Index (HSI): As it is the maiden
exploration of the BBO in any classification problem, it was found
appropriate to choose standard deviation as the HSI.

Definition 7. Heuristic Method: The major steps we followed are
image clustering and heuristic method (HSI) implementation. The
7-bands image is clustered into Hi,  using rough set theory. The
parameters of clustering are NIR and MIR  bands. The resultant clus-
ters or the habitats Hi are species in Universal Habitat (Fig. 4).

These species are migrated to the suitable habitats, i.e., feature
islands. These habitats are actually the decisions, for the resultant
different feature groups.

The heuristic method decides which species are moved to which
habitat using a fitness function. Here we have used mean of stan-
dard deviation as fitness function. This function for a specific class
takes up the corresponding training sets and then calculates the
required function values, which further helps to decide the most
suitable habitat.

Let �Fi, be the average of the standard deviations of any of the
feature islands: water, vegetation, rocky, barren and urban respec-
tively.

�Fi = �Ri + �Gi + �NIRi + �MIRi + �RS1i + �RS2i + �DEMi

7

where �Ri, �Gi, �NIRi, �MIRi, �RS1i, �RS2i, �DEMi are the standard devi-
ations of DN values of the red, green, NIR, MIR, RS1, RS2 and DEM
bands of the ith feature island.

Similarly, let the average of the standard deviation of the species
habitat Cj from Hi of the Universal Habitat � be represented by:

scj = �Rj + �Gj + �NIRj + sMIRj + sRS1j + sRS2j + sDEMj

7

Then the heuristic function  ̊ be defined as

 ̊ = |�cj − �Fi| ≤ ı. Then �cj may  be thought of belonging to the
feature island class �Fi,
 ̊ = |�cj − �Fi| ≤ 0. Then �cj is exactly the �Fj class,
 ̊ = |�cj − �Fi| > ı. Then �cj is of different type than �Fi,

where ı is a threshold.
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Fig. 5. HSI matching in habitats.

Also, Heuristic function makes use of a specific threshold value.
or higher accuracy, the threshold value should be low. But with
ow threshold value the number of generations rises at a rapid pace.
f for a species, no suitable habitat is found in the current generation,
t implies that there are a large number of features in the given
ection of the image (defined as a species). This unclassified cluster
igrates to the Universal Habitat. Here it is again classified using

ough set theory. This is termed as second generation.
This function decides which value of mean of standard devia-

ion has minimum difference from the original class. If this value is
ithin the threshold then that class (species) will migrate to that
abitat.

The recalculated HSI after the migration of species is compared
ith the original HSI of the habitat (that contained training pix-

ls only). If the compared HSI is within the threshold, i.e., it varies
rom −1 to +1 from the original HSI then it means that the habitat is
uitable for that species and hence it can migrate to it. Fig. 5 shows
he comparison of HSI of training sets’ pixels with recalculated HSI
fter migrating the species. If the recalculated HSI is not within the
hreshold for any of the original habitat then the particular elemen-
ary class contained a mixture of species and it is again partitioned
nto elementary classes.

These classes are migrated into the Universal Habitat and con-
idered as unclassified species. These are further used for the next
eneration/iteration.

The checking of all the habitats results in the completion of first
eneration and then we move towards the second generation for
urther refinement following the similar process. The maximum
umber of generations can correspond to the situation when we
re left with no more unclassified class (species) in the Universal
abitat.

efinition 8. Migration Rates: Maximum Immigration Rate and
aximum Emigration Rate are same and equal to number of species

n the habitat. The algorithm follows a linear curve (E = I). Number
f species and thus the Maximum Immigration Rate and Maximum
migration Rate can vary in each iteration. Maximum species count
Smax) and the maximum migration rates are relative quantities.
hat is, if they all change by the same percentage, then the behavior
f BBO will not change [1,25,26].

efinition 9. Mutation: Since mutation is not an essential feature
f BBO [25], it is not required in the proposed algorithm. Elitism,
oo, is an optional parameter [25,26], it has not been in the proposed
lgorithm.

.3.2. Assumptions made
The assumptions made in this algorithm can be summarized as

ollows [20]:
Initially it is considered that there exists a Universal Habitat con-
sisting of all the species.
It has been assumed that species migrate from one habitat to
another habitat as a mixed population.
uting 12 (2012) 832–849

• Also for the feature extraction purpose, in each generation, all the
habitats have been considered exactly once.

• In next generation only the unclassified pixels have been used.
Unclassified pixels are those pixels which have not been catego-
rized into one of the five land cover features at the end of one
generation and hence do not get absorbed in any of the feature
habitats. These are left over in the Universal Habitat (to be con-
sidered in the next generation) and marked as unclassified. The
mechanism for classification is described in Section 4.3.3. How-
ever the total population is still present.

• Also, we have used NIR and MIR  band of the image for partitioning
the image (done using rough set theory).

• During partitioning, we  have used Equal Frequency Binning algo-
rithm for discretization.

• We  have used 1 as threshold. Less will be the threshold better
will be the results with more number of generations.

4.3.3. Algorithm for biogeography based land cover feature
extraction

The modified version of the original BBO algorithm that has been
modified for extraction of land cover features from the satellite
image proposed by Panchal et al. [20] is presented in this section.
The input to the algorithm is the multi-spectral satellite image and
the output is the extracted features from the image. The flowchart
for the biogeography based land cover feature extraction algorithm
is presented in Fig. 6.

(a) Get the multi-spectral satellite image.
(b) Cluster the pixels of image randomly (using rough set the-
ory) and consider each cluster as a species of the Universal
Habitat.
Take each of the 5 land cover features as a feature habitat.
Hence, we have 5 feature habitats each for water, urban, rocky,
barren and vegetation features, having members produced by
experts.
(c) Define HSI, Smax, immigration rate (�) and emigration rate
(�). Usually in BBO a high � (and low lambda) means high
fitness, so that individual shares features with other individu-
als. In our case, species are actually moved from the Universal
Habitat to the feature habitat and hence a high fitness specie
will migrate to one of the feature habitats and a low-fitness
specie will have a low emigration rate and will remain in the
Universal Habitat at the end of the iteration.
(d) Calculate HSI of each of the feature habitat.
(e) For each species in the Universal Habitat

Select a species from the Universal Habitat and migrate it to
one of the feature habitat.

Recalculate the HSI of the feature habitat after the migration
of the species to it.

If the recalculated HSI is within the threshold, then:
Absorb the species in the feature habitat.

Else if any unconsidered feature habitat is left then:
Migrate the species to that feature habitat and recalcu-

late the HSI after migration.
Else

Use rough set theory to discretize the species (as it con-
tained mixed pixels) and make  random clusters which are then
considered as separate species.

Add these new species to the Universal Habitat.
End If.

If no species is left in the Universal Habitat then:
Stop the process.

End If
End For.
The detailed working of the above algorithm is described as
follows:
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raphy
Fig. 6. Flowchart representation for the biogeog

Step (i): A 7-band satellite image of Alwar Region of size
472 × 546 is taken as an input image for Biogeography
based feature extraction. The image has 257,712 pixels
and each pixel is of 25 m by 25 m spatial resolution. The
image is divided into 20 equal parts (however, this value
can be varied) and each part corresponds to a class. Each
pixel in a class has x and y coordinates along with the
7-band values of each pixel. Each class is considered
separately and the following steps are applied to each
class.

Step (ii): The classes are discretized using the Rosetta software
version 1.4.41 [15]. ROSETTA is rough set toolkit for
analysis. ROSETTA is a toolkit for analyzing tabular data
within the framework of rough set theory [15]. The

image data is first read in ROSETTA [15].

The elementary classes are obtained by using
discretization followed by partitioning process in
ROSETTA. Input read data is further discretized by using
 based land cover feature extraction algorithm.

naïve discretization algorithm defined in ROSETTA. The
no. of elementary classes produced depends upon the
clustering of pixels into similarity classes (equivalence
classes). The pixels which are similar (the definition of
similarity here depends upon the discretization algo-
rithm used) are grouped into one elementary class. In
the resulting data, DN value of each pixel is replaced
by the discretized interval. Each row in the resulting
data represents the x, y coordinates and the DN values
in the red, green, NIR, MIR, RS1, RS2 and DEM  bands
respectively of each pixel in the image.

This discretized data is further partitioned on the
basis of NIR and MIR  band to obtain the final elemen-
tary classes. The band used for partitioning may  affect

the final results. In our case, we chose the NIR and MIR
bands for partitioning. Each elementary class consists
of the index of each pixel belonging to it. We  define the
index of each pixel as the pixel no. of the pixel in each
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cluster of the image containing 257,712 pixels. Hence,
the pixel numbers for a pixel in a cluster will range from
1 to (1/20 × 257,712), i.e., 1 to 12,886 for each of the 20
clusters. The pixel’s DN values corresponding to these
indexes are obtained before applying the biogeography
based feature extraction algorithm.

The elementary classes obtained by ROSETTA are put
in the Universal Habitat and each elementary class is
treated as a species.

Step (iii): For our process we have considered five feature habitats
namely urban, rocky, vegetation, water and barren land
along with the Universal Habitat. These feature habi-
tats consist of training sets as species. The training set
consists of those pixels whose feature is already known.
The training sets are provided by the expert.

Step (iv): The HSI is the standard deviation of all the pixels in
the elementary class and is calculated on each band of
the image separately. Smax is the maximum number of
species and its value varies in each iteration.

Step (v): The feature habitats initially contain the training pix-
els of the corresponding feature and HSI is calculated
on those training pixels. For example, water habitat ini-
tially contains pixels of water and standard deviation of
all the training pixels of water is calculated in each of
seven bands.

Step (vi): Each species is taken from the Universal Habitat and
migrated to each of the feature habitat one at a time.
The HSI of the habitat is recalculated after the migration
of the species to it.

Step (vii): (a) The recalculated HSI after the migration of the
species is compared with the original HSI of the habitat
(that contained training pixels only). If the compared
HSI is within the threshold, i.e., it varies from −1 to +1
from the original HSI, then it means that the habitat is
suitable for that species and hence it can migrate to it.

(b) If the recalculated HSI is not within the threshold
for any of the original habitat then the particular ele-
mentary class contained a mixture of species and it is
again partitioned into elementary classes using Rosetta
software. These classes are migrated into the Universal
Habitat and considered as unclassified species. These
unclassified species are further used for the next gen-
eration.

tep (viii): The checking of all the habitats results in the comple-
tion of first generation and then we move towards the
second generation for further refinement following the
similar process. The maximum number of generations
can correspond to the situation when we are left with
no more unclassified class (species) in the Universal
Habitat.

. Proposed framework for the hybrid bio-inspired pattern
nalysis based intelligent classifier

In this section, first we propose the system architecture for the
ybrid bio-inspired pattern analysis based intelligent classifier. We
hen abstract the mathematical formula used and go on to present
he detailed functional architecture/algorithm for feature extrac-
ion.
.1. System architecture

We have implemented BBO algorithm combined with the
CO2/PSO technique for the purpose of features extraction from a
Fig. 7. Software architecture of the proposed intelligent classifier.

satellite image. The generic system architecture of our bio-inspired
pattern analysis based intelligent classifier is given in Fig. 7.

The above layers of the system architecture of our proposed
hybrid classifier is explained step by step below:

Input/Output layer: This layer is used to input the high reso-
lution multi-spectral satellite image and output the final classified
image with the land cover features extracted. In our case, the image
used is the 7-band cartoset satellite image of size 472 × 546 of the
Alwar Region in Rajasthan and the output image is the classified
image in .tiff or in .jpeg format.

Image analyzer layer: This layer is responsible for analysis of
the input satellite image to exploit the data distribution of the train-
ing set and feed its output to the next layer, i.e., selective cluster
identifier layer.

(i) Training set Generation Layer: In this layer, the training set is
generated by the expert. In our case, we use ERDAS software
for generating the training sets.

(ii) Data Distribution Graph Generation Layer: This layer takes
as input the training set and plots the the data distribution
graph between the average of the Standard Deviations of
each land cover feature (plotted on the y-axis) for each of the
multi-spectral bands of the image (plotted on the x-axis). In
our case, the land cover features that are plotted are the water,
urban, rocky, vegetation and barren and the multi-spectral
bands are the Red, Green, NIR, MIR, RS1, RS2 and DEM bands

as shown in Fig. 8. On the x-axis, each of the 7-bands of the
image are represented as integers from 4 to 10 for red, green,
NIR, MIR, RS1, RS2 and DEM bands respectively. We  are not
considering integers 1–3 in the graph plot on the x-axis since
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Fig. 8. Graph plot of the standard deviations of each land cove

these represent the other attributes of the image namely pixel
no. and x and y coordinates which are not required at this stage.

iii) Graph Pattern Similarity Analysis Layer: This layer is respon-
sible for analyzing the data distribution graph and output the
similarities in the graph pattern in each of the multi-spectral
bands of the image. In our illustration, we  observe that the
minimum difference between the average standard deviations
of the NIR and the MIR  bands of the Alwar Image is achieved in
particularly two land cover features, those of water and urban
area, both of which exhibit the same graph pattern in the NIR
and the MIR  bands, i.e.

|average of standard deviation of NIR band

− average of standard deviation of the MIR  band| lowest

= {water, urban}

Hence, this layer will identify that these are the two features
that will be most efficiently classified by our hybrid algorithm
which works in the NIR and MIR  bands.

Selective Cluster Identifier Layer: This layer is responsible for
electing the appropriate clusters of the image on which BBO tech-
ique will show maximum classification accuracy and hence should
e applied to. Based on the observation of the adaptive nature of
BO Algorithm for land cover feature extraction [11], we know
hat BBO is able to classify some particular feature’s pixels with
reater efficiency than the other features based on the band that
e select for creation of equivalence classes in Rosetta. The func-

ionality of this layer is supported by three subunits as described
elow:

(i) Image Grid Division Layer: In this layer, the satellite image

is divided into desired number of clusters, say n. In our case,
n = 20.

(ii) Band selection Layer: Depending on our application, in other
words depending on which feature we want to extract from the
re vs each of the 7-bands in which the Alwar Image is viewed.

image most efficiently, this layer provides option to choose the
band for partitioning. For example, if we want to extract the
barren area more efficiently, we  choose the green band and
for rocky region extraction we  choose the MIR  band. The RS-1
and RS-2 bands are used to extract the urban area and also for
extracting the edges of rocky region from the 7-band image.
However, the drainages of rocky region are best viewed in the
red band and water and vegetation pixels are best viewed in
NIR and MIR  bands. This is because BBO follows an adaptive
strategy and will classify the desired feature most efficiently
since it has its corresponding band selected in the partitioning
step. For our illustration, we have chosen the NIR and MIR band
of the 7-band image since we want to extract the water pixels
effectively and clearly identify the water body in the image and
these are the bands in which the water feature is particularly
more highlighted and best viewed.

iii) Discretization and Partitioning Layer: This layer is responsi-
ble for the discretization and partitioning of each of the clusters
of the image obtained in the image grid division layer. In our
illustration, since we choose the NIR and the MIR  bands in
the band selection layer above, we use these bands in the
discretization and partitioning step. The algorithm that we
used for the discretization of the clusters is the semi –naïve
algorithm since this algorithm is capable of discretizing a con-
tinuous attribute by sorting the attribute values and hence is
an advanced discretization algorithm.

(iv) Rough Set Theory Application Layer: This layer is responsible
for creating rough set generated equivalence classes, thus cre-
ating equivalence classes for each of the clusters. This is what
is termed as Unsupervised Classification. Each of these resul-
tant classes are put in the Universal Habitat. In our illustration,
we use rough set theory toolkit i.e. Rosetta software [15] for the
generation of rough sets equivalence classes.
BBO Classifier Layer: This layer applies the BBO technique for
feature extraction on the clusters returned by the selective cluster
identifier layer. This layer also identifies the clusters on which BBO
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s inefficient and should not be applied. This layer has two sub units /
ayers:

(i) Selective Cluster BBO Classification Applier Layer: Hence, in
this layer, we apply BBO Technique on those clusters of the
satellite image which are returned by the selective cluster
identifier layer because these clusters show the maximum clas-
sification efficiency which is due to the fact that these are the
clusters which predominantly show the presence of the feature
that is most efficiently classified by the BBO Algorithm. The pro-
cedure for applying the biogeography based land cover feature
extraction technique was described in Section 4.3.

In our illustration, BBO will be able to extract the water pix-
els most efficiently since we choose the NIR and MIR  bands for
partitioning. And therefore, we apply BBO on the kth cluster of
the Alwar Image since this is the cluster which gives the maxi-
mum  classification efficiency because it predominantly shows
the presence of water body in the image.

ii) BBO Feature Extraction Inefficiency Analysis Layer: This layer
identifies the features which cannot be efficiently classified by
the BBO technique as compared to the other techniques such as
the ACO2/PSO technique. This is because it has been observed
that BBO shows a wide range of efficiencies in classifying the
rest of the features. In other words, BBO is not able to classify
all the 5 features with good classification efficiency and shows
poor performance on some of the remaining features. In fact,
in our illustration, it shows the poorest performance in clas-
sifying the urban pixels. Hence we proceed for the ACO2/PSO
classification to improve the image classified by BBO.

ACO2/PSO Classifier Layer: This layer is responsible for appli-
ation of the ACO2/PSO classifier on the remainder of the clusters,
ence, constituting a hybrid classification.

(i) Graph Pattern Similarity Analysis Application Layer: This
layer analyzes the data distribution graph and selects the clus-
ters which can be appropriately classified by the ACO2/PSO
technique. This is done by making a similarity analysis of the
graph pattern from the data distribution graph in order to
deduce which of the other features will show similar efficiency
as the one deduced from the graph pattern similarity analysis
layer of the image analyzer layer. The clusters which predomi-
nantly contain these features will be the ones that will be more
efficiently classified by the ACO2/PSO classifier. In our illustra-
tion, we know from the data distribution graph plotted in the
Image Analyzer Layer that our hybrid algorithm will show sim-
ilar efficiency (i.e., maximum) for the urban pixels too as for
the water pixels since their graph pattern in the NIR and MIR
bands is similar, therefore, we then apply ACO2/PSO Technique
on the rest of the image. In our case, BBO performed better than
ACO2/PSO only on the water pixels and hence we  applied BBO
on the kth cluster. Although BBO gave good performance on
vegetation pixels too (since in NIR and MIR  bands these are the
2 features that are best viewed), however, the efficiency was
no better than ACO2/PSO classification and hence we  did not
apply BBO on the vegetation pixels.

(ii) Training set in .arff format Generator Layer: This layer
applies the ACO2/PSO classifier by taking the training set as
input. In our case, in order to apply ACO2/PSO Classifier, we
take the training set for the 7-band Alwar Image in .arff format
as input to generate the classification rules from it.
iii) Classification Rules Extractor Layer: This layer extracts the
classification rules and applies these rules for classification of
those clusters of the image on which ACO2/PSO classifier is
chosen to be applied. In our case, we use the Hybrid ACO2/PSO
uting 12 (2012) 832–849

open source Tool and then apply the extracted classification
rules on each of the remainder clusters of the image.

(iv) Pixel Validator Layer: This layer checks for pixel validation on
each pixel in the cluster and thus obtain a refined classification
of the image. The above procedure of applying ACO2/PSO gen-
erated rules for classifying the image is as described in Section
4.2.

Color Codes Assignment Layer: Finally in this layer, color codes
are assigned for each pixel of the image corresponding to the
classified feature of each pixel. The color codes for water, urban,
vegetation, rocky and barren features are assigned as blue, red,
green, yellow and black color respectively.

5.2. Functional Architecture of the hybrid classifier

Therefore, the working of our proposed hybrid classifier can
be summarized in the mathematical form as equation shown in
Fig. 9.where the Universal Habitat contains the rough set classified
equivalence classes and the feature habitat consists of the expert
generated training set of the original Alwar Image in 7-bands. And,
z, input cluster of the 7-band image (z ranges from 1 to 20); j, fea-
ture under consideration (j ranges from 1 to 6, j = 1 for unclassified
feature); x, feature most efficiently classified by BBO; k, cluster
which shows the maximum classification efficiency since it pre-
dominantly shows the presence of feature ‘x’

The equation present in Fig. 9 can be explained as follows:
For z = 1 to 20 /* here, n = 20, however ‘n’ may  be varied as

desired */
If (z = k)

/* Apply the BBO Optimizer */
i. For each ith band where ‘i’ ranges from 1–7, calculate the

difference in the standard deviation of the ith band of the Univer-
sal Habitat and the ith band of the Feature Habitat containing the
expert generated training set of the image.

ii. If this difference is the minimum for the feature ‘j’ and
also less than the pre-specified threshold value of, −1 < t < +1,
then equivalence class ‘z’ is classified as the feature ‘j’ else
j = 1(unclassified).

/* This means that the feature ‘x’ most efficiently classified
by BBO is predominantly present in the cluster ‘k’ and hence j = x
for the cluster z = k. */

iii. The process is repeated for each equivalence class until
there is no equivalence class left in the universal habitat and the
whole process is iterated till there is no unclassified equivalence
class left.

End If
If (z /= k)
/* Apply the ACO2/PSO Optimizer */
.i. Training set for the 7-Band Alwar image in .arff format is

used as input to generate rules from it using the open source tool for
each class of training case and on each iteration, we  add continuous
terms till the best discovered rule is found.

.ii. The classification rules are then applied on the remain-
der of the clusters checking for pixel validation on each of them.

End If
End For
Hence, we  obtain a more refined classified image with an

improved Kappa Coefficient (Kappa Coefficient is a way of measur-
ing the efficiency of a classification algorithm) which is much better
than the Kappa Coefficient we get when we apply the original BBO
Algorithm on the 7-band image.
This in turn leads us to the improved flexible Hybrid version
of the BBO Algorithm for Satellite Image Classification which will
classify the particular feature chosen by the band used in the unsu-
pervised classification, most efficiently, which is in turn based on
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Table 1
Error matrix when only BBO is applied.

Vegetation Urban Rocky Water Barren Total

Vegetation 127 9 0 0 2 138
Urban 0 88 1 0 32 121
Rocky 6 2 176 1 17 202
Water 0 0 3 69 0 72
Barren 17 91 20 0 119 247
Fig. 9. Mathematical formulati

he expert knowledge [11] and the band information contained in
he training set of the particular area. Thus, we  have efficiently
xploited the properties of the BBO Technique to adapt itself to

 more focused classification [11] which upon integrating with the
CO2/PSO Technique makes an advanced classifier. Hence, we  have
btained a hybrid algorithm which combines the characteristics
f embedding expert knowledge for a more flexible classification
11] and the characteristic advantages of a hybrid classification
or a more efficient and refined classification, thus resulting in
hat we term as the hybrid bio-inspired pattern analysis based

ntelligent classifier. The detailed functional architecture of this
ybrid ACO2/PSO/BBO based classifier is illustrated by means of

 flowchart in Fig. 10.

. Implementation results of the proposed hybrid classifier

Fig. 11 shows the 16th cluster of the Alwar Image after run-
ing multiple iterations of Biogeography based land cover feature
xtraction algorithm on it with the threshold value taken as −1 to
1. The yellow color represents rocky area, green color represents
egetation area, black color represents barren area and red color
epresents the urban area. (For interpretation of the references to
olor in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version
f this article.) The white color in the image represents the unclas-
ified pixels of image in the first iteration. It is analogous to those
pecies that are not absorbed in any feature habitat and are put
ack to the Universal Habitat. These species represent the unclas-
ified pixels that can be further classified in the next iteration of
lgorithm.

By taking the threshold value from −1 to +1, we see that no
ater body (represented in blue color) is extracted in the first

teration (Fig. 11(a)) and water pixels remain unclassified (repre-
ented in white color). With the increasing iteration (Fig. 11(b)–(e)),

ater body is clearly extracted at the end of fifth iteration

20].
After five iterations of the algorithm, each species is absorbed

n the corresponding habitat and the Universal Habitat becomes
Total 150 190 200 70 170 780

Kappa Coefficient = 0.6715.

empty. This terminates the biogeography based feature extraction
algorithm on the 16th cluster.

Based on the results obtained on applying the BBO Algorithm to
the 7-band of image of Alwar Region for land cover feature extrac-
tion which correspond to the image analysis layer of our proposed
architecture, we observe that we are able to classify water pixels
with the highest efficiency, i.e., 99% efficiency and these are the pix-
els best viewed in the NIR and MIR  bands in the BBO Technique and
hence, in the selective cluster identification layer, we identify that
we should apply BBO Technique on the 16th cluster of the satel-
lite image of Alwar Region (z = 16) since this is the cluster which
gives the maximum classification efficiency since it predominantly
shows the presence of water body in the Alwar Image and hence we
proceed with the selective cluster BBO classification applier layer
on this cluster. Next, we proceed with the BBO feature extraction
inefficiency layer wherein we observe that, BBO shows poor effi-
ciency, in fact the poorest, in classifying the urban pixels as shown
in Fig. 12.  Here the encircled region in the BBO Classified Image
shows that BBO wrongly classifies the urban pixels as barren ones
which is also reflected from Table 1 where BBO classifies 91 urban
pixels wrongly out of 190 total urban pixels.

Therefore, based on the observations done in the graph pattern

similarity analysis layer of the image analysis layer, in order to clas-
sify the urban pixels efficiently, we then apply ACO2/PSO Technique
[5] on the remainder of the clusters of the image (z /= 16) by taking
the training set for the 7-band Alwar Image in .arff format as input to
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Fig. 10. Detailed Internal architectu

enerate rules from it using the Open Source Tool and then applying
hem on the remainder of the clusters checking for pixel valida-
ion for each pixel in the cluster and thus obtain a more refined
lassification of the image with an improved Kappa Coefficient of
.9818 which is much better than the Kappa Coefficient of 0.6715
20] we get, when we apply the original BBO Algorithm on the 7-

and image. This in turn leads us to the improved Hybrid version
f the original biogeography based land cover feature extraction
lgorithm where both the urban and the water features are classi-
ed with the highest efficiency, i.e., almost 100% with no omission
he Hybrid ACO2/PSO/BBO Classifier.

errors followed by rocky with only 1 omission error (column wise
error) and thereafter barren and vegetation features, respectively.
After applying the proposed algorithm to the 7-band of Alwar
Image, the classified image is obtained in Fig. 13.  From the figure,
it is clearly shown that our proposed ACO2/PSO/BBO Classifier is
able to correctly classify the encircled region as urban which was

wrongly classified by the simple BBO Classifier. The yellow, black,
blue, green, red color represents rocky, barren, water, vegetation,
urban region respectively. (For interpretation of the references to
color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version
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ig. 11. Water body extraction (in blue color) from the Alwar Image with each ite
eferences to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web  version of

f this article.) As the threshold limit of HSI matching is lowered, the
pecies do not get absorbed in the feature habitat and return to Uni-
ersal Habitat. Those species are further discretized and classified
n next iterations (generation).

From Figs. 12 and 13,  it is evident that the Hybrid ACO2/PSO/BBO
echnique produces a more refined image as compared to the BBO
lassified Image.

. Accuracy assessment of the proposed algorithm

A classification is not complete until its accuracy is assessed.
ccuracy assessment is a general term for comparing the classifi-
ation to geographical data that are assumed to be true, in order
o determine the accuracy of the classification process. Usually, the
ssumed-true data are derived from ground truth data. It is usu-
lly not practical to ground truth or otherwise test every pixel of

 classified image. Therefore, a set of reference pixels is usually
sed. Reference pixels are points on the classified image for which
ctual features are (or will be) known. The reference pixels are ran-

omly selected. Accuracy assessment is an important step in the
lassification process. The goal is to quantitatively determine how
ffectively pixels were grouped into the correct feature classes in
he area under investigation.

Fig. 12. Classified image after applying BBO.
. White color portion represents the unclassified image. (For interpretation of the
rticle.)

7.1. Error matrix

Now we  proceed to calculate the classification accuracy of
our proposed algorithm using the classification error matrix. Error
matrices compare, on category-by category basis, the relationship
between known reference data (ground truth) and the correspond-
ing results of an automated classification. We took 150 vegetation
pixels, 190 urban pixels, 200 rocky pixels, 70 water pixels, 170 bar-
ren pixels from the training set and the error matrix obtained is
shown in Table 3. In Table 3, the training set pixels that are classi-
fied into proper land cover categories are located along the major
diagonal of the error matrix (running from upper left to lower right).
All the non diagonal elements represent the error of omission and
commission. Omission errors correspond to the non diagonal col-
umn  elements. Commission errors are represented by non diagonal
row elements.

The error matrix’s interpretation along column suggests how
many pixels are classified correctly by the algorithm. For example,
in the first column, out of total 150 vegetation pixels, 142 pixels
were correctly classified as vegetation, 2 vegetation pixels were
classified wrongly as barren, and 5 as urban, a total of only 7

misclassified pixels. However, from the simple BBO Error matrix
given in Table 1, it is found that 17 vegetation pixels were wrongly
classified as barren pixels, and 6 as water, which amounts to a
total of 23 wrongly classified pixels. Also, the diagonal elements

Fig. 13. Hybrid ACO2/PSO/BBO Classified Image.
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Table  2
Error matrix when Hybrid ACO2/BBO Technique is applied.

Vegetation Urban Rocky Water Barren Total

Vegetation 142 0 0 0 0 142
Urban 5 190 0 0 0 195
Rocky 0 0 198 0 3 201
Water 0 0 0 70 0 70
Barren 2 0 1 0 163 166
Total 149 190 199 70 166 774

Kappa Coefficient = 0.96699.

Table 3
Error matrix when Hybrid ACO2/PSO/BBO Technique is applied.

Vegetation Urban Rocky Water Barren Total

Vegetation 145 0 0 0 0 145
Urban 2 188 0 0 9 199
Rocky 0 0 194 0 0 194
Water 1 0 3 70 0 74
Barren 1 2 2 0 157 162
Total 149 190 199 70 166 774

Kappa Coefficient = 0.98182.

Table 4
Producer’s accuracy.

Feature Accuracy calculation Producer’s accuracy (%)

Vegetation 142/150 95
Urban 190/190 100
Rocky 198/200 99
Water 70/70 100
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Table 5
User’s accuracy.

Feature Accuracy calculation User’s accuracy (%)

Vegetation 142/142 100
Urban 190/195 97
Rocky 198/201 98.5
Water 70/70 100
Barren 163/166 98

Table 6
A comparison of the Kappa Coefficients of the Hybrid ACO2/PSO/BBO Classifier with
the traditional classifiers.

Minimum
Distance
Classifier

Maximum
likelihood
Classifier (MLC)

Biogeography
Based
Optimization

Hybrid
ACO2/PSO-BBO
Classifier

Coefficient of 0.964 [5].  Fig. 15(d) shows the result of applying the
Hybrid ACO-BBO Technique on the Alwar Image which has a Kappa-
Barren 163/170 96

diagonal elements indicate the no. of correctly classified pixels
n that category) of Table 3 (Hybrid ACO2/PSO/BBO Classifier)
ary drastically when compared to those in Table 1 (simple BBO
lassifier). For example, in Table 3, whole 190 out of 190 pixels
ere correctly classified as urban pixels whereas simple BBO
lassifier in Table 1 could only classify 88 pixels correctly as urban
ixels and it classified 91 pixels wrongly as barren ones. This

ndicates a drastic improvement in the accuracy of the results
btained by BBO through the use of the Hybrid Technique which
s able to classify, in particular the urban and the water pixels,

ith almost 100% efficiency (with no omission errors), which was
hat was also reflected earlier, from the data distribution graph
lotted. The error matrix for the Hybrid ACO2/BBO Classifier is
lso calculated and presented in Table 2 from which it is reflected
hat the our proposed classifier is an improvement over the
ybrid ACO2/BBO based intelligent classifier too which is a hybrid
f the ACO2 and the BBO based land cover feature extraction
lgorithm.

.2. Producer’s accuracy

Several other descriptive measures can be obtained from error
atrix. The accuracy of individual category can be calculated by

ividing the number of correctly classified pixels in each cate-
ory by either the total number of pixels in corresponding row or
olumn. Producer’s accuracies (as shown in Table 4) result from
ividing the number of correctly classified pixels in each category
on the major diagonal) by the number of training set pixels used
or that category (the column total). This figure indicates how well
he training pixels of a given cover type are classified. The results

n Table 4 show that water and urban pixels have been extracted
erfectly followed by rocky pixels which show 99% efficiency.
(MDC) (BBO)

0.7364 0.7525 0.6715 0.98182

7.3. User’s accuracy

User’s accuracies (as shown in Table 5) is computed by dividing
the number of correctly classified pixels in each category by the
total number of pixels that were classified in that category (the row
total). This figure is a measure of commission error and indicates
the probability that a pixel classified into a given category actually
represents that category on the ground.

8. Classification comparison of Hybrid ACO2/PSO/BBO
Classifier with the traditional Probabilistic Classifiers

Fig. 14 compares the Hybrid ACO2/PSO/BBO Technique with the
MDC and MLC. A comparison of the Kappa Coefficients of the Hybrid
ACO2/PSO/BBO Classifier with the Traditional Classifiers is given in
Table 6.

9. Classification results of other Soft Computing
Techniques used for land cover feature extraction

In this section, we  present the results of classification of all
the Soft Computing Classifiers developed, on the 7-band cartoset
satellite image of Alwar Region in Rajasthan, India. The 7-band
Alwar Image is a benchmark image for testing the performance of a
bio-inspired classifier on multi-spectral satellite images since this
image is a complete image in the sense that it contains all the land
cover features that we  need to extract and hence land cover fea-
ture extraction results are demonstrated and compared using this
image as the standard image. (This multi-spectral satellite image
is provided courtesy of DTRL, Defense and Research Development
Organization, New Delhi, India.)

From the discussion in Section 8, it is evident that the Hybrid
ACO2/PSO/BBO is a much efficient classifier as compared to the
traditional Probabilistic Classifiers such as the MDMC  and MLC.
However, this Hybrid ACO2/PSO/BBO Technique also produces
comparable results with the other recent Soft Computing Classi-
fiers. The Satellite Image Classification results of the other recent
Soft Computing Classifiers when applied on the Alwar Region are
shown below. Fig. 15(a) shows the fuzzy classification of Alwar
Region which has a Kappa-Coefficient of 0.9134 [19]. Fig. 15(b)
presents the results of an integrated Rough-Fuzzy Tie-Up Approach
which has a Kappa Coefficient of 0.9700 [19]. Fig. 15(c) applies
the cAntMiner Algorithm on the Alwar Region which has a Kappa
Coefficient of 0.96699. Fig. 15(e) applies the Hybrid ACO2/PSO
Classifier which has a Kappa Coefficient of 0.975 [5].  Fig. 15(f)
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Fig. 14. A comparison with the

resents the results of the Semantic Web  Based Classifier on the
mage with a Kappa Coefficient of 0.9881[12].

It is also evident from the classification results of the various
lassifiers that the swarm intelligence based classifiers namely
AntMiner, Hybrid ACO-BBO and Hybrid ACO2/PSO are more effi-
ient classifiers as compared to the human-mind modeled Soft
omputing Classifiers such as the Rough sets, Fuzzy sets and Rough-
uzzy Tie-Up Classifiers. This can be verified by considering a

ortion of the Alwar Image classified by different image classifi-
ation techniques. The portion that we consider for verifying the
orrectness of the above results is the area which is encircled. We
ave chosen this area since we already know that this area is an

Fig. 15. Classified images of Alwar Region after ap
tional Probabilistic Classifiers.

urban region from the fact that our proposed classifier classified this
region with 100% producer’s accuracy and 0% omission error which
means that our proposed classifier has classified all the urban pix-
els correctly and no barren pixels have been misclassified as urban
pixels and vice versa as is reflected from Table 3.

Now, we see the results of classification of each of the classifiers
on the encircled region which we  preliminarily know that it is an
urban region. From Fig. 15(a) and (b), it is reflected that the Fuzzy

set and the Rough-Fuzzy Tie-Up Classifiers are not able to extract
the urban land cover feature properly since the Fuzzy sets classifier
has classified the encircled region as barren which is actually an
urban region. Similar is the case with the Rough-Fuzzy Tie-Up

plying various Soft Computing Techniques.
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Table 7
Kappa Coefficient (k) of Soft Computing Classifiers vs Probabilistic Classifiers.

Minimum 
i  Distance 
    Mean 
Classifier
(MDMC)

Maximum 
Likeli-
hood 
Classifier
(MLC)

Fuzzy set Rough-
Fuzzy Tie 
up

cAnt-
Miner

Hybrid 
ACO2/
PSO

Semantic 
Web 
Based 
Classifier

Biogeo-
graphy 
Based 
Classifier

Hybrid 
ACO-
BBO 
Classifier

Hybrid  
ACO2/
PSO/BBO
Classifier

0.7364 0.7525 0.9134 0.9700 0.964 0.975 0.9881 0.6715 0.96699 0.98182
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(Probabilistic Classifiers)                                           (Soft C 
Technology Growth   

lassifier too. Now, we proceed to see the swarm intelligence based
lassifiers results. From Fig. 15(c) which shows the results of the
AntMiner classification, we see that the encircled region has been
orrectly classified as urban region. Fig. 15(d) and (e) which show
he results of Hybrid ACO-BBO and Hybrid ACO2/PSO classifica-
ion also produce a correct classification of the encircled region.
ig. 15(f) is not a swarm intelligence based classifier (the semantic
e based computing emphasizes on the structured organization of
atural and artificial systems similar to that in granular computing
3] and is added as a special instance of a Soft Computing Classifier),
owever, correctly classifies the encircled region. Hence, from the
bove classification results and experimentation on these results,
e conclude that the swarm intelligence based classifiers are

etter classifiers as compared to the other human mind model
ased classifiers such as the Rough sets and Fuzzy sets.

Table 7 compares the Kappa Coefficients of the Soft Computing
lassifiers vs the Traditional Probabilistic Classifiers. From Table 7,

t is clearly reflected that Soft Computing Classifiers are much more
efined and efficient than the Probabilistic Classifiers. It is also
eflected that the swarm intelligence based classifiers are more effi-
ient than the human mind model classifiers namely, Rough sets
nd Fuzzy sets. Simple BBO Classifier is not a completely swarm
ased classifier and its results are preliminary in nature since the
pproach is primarily developed for the purpose of demonstrating
he application of BBO to a Satellite Image Classification prob-
em [20] by modifying the original BBO parameters and hence do
ot produce comparable results with the other swarm intelligence
ased classifiers demonstrated in Fig. 15 (its Kappa Coefficient
eing 0.6715). Also, it is reflected from the results of classifica-
ion that our proposed hybrid classifier is the best known classifier
rom amongst all the present Soft Computing Classifiers, its per-
ormance being only slightly less than the Semantic Web  Based
lassifier.

0. Conclusion and future scope

At present, it is not possible to state which technique is best
or all situations as the characteristic of each image and the cir-
umstances for each study vary so greatly. Therefore, it is essential
hat each analyst understand the alternative strategies for terrain
nderstanding (here, land cover feature extraction problem) so that
e or she may  be prepared to select the most appropriate technique

or the feature extraction task in hand. To this end, the concept
f hybrid bio-inspired computational intelligence which can prove
o be an optimized approach of feature extraction from satellite

ulti-spectral images, has been introduced in this category. These
echniques with lower cost and higher degree of classification accu-
acy, will be able to replace high resolution high cost satellite
mageries.
The paper is positioned in the integration and the adaptation
hase of the bio-inspired computational models of problem opti-
ization. Since the problem in hand is the land cover feature

xtraction (or the satellite image classification in remote sensing
ting Classifiers)

terms) problem, our focus here was  the development of adaptive
optimization models from the terrain perspective. In the paper, we
analyzed the performance of the existing bio-inspired computa-
tional intelligence techniques and developed mathematical model
of hybrid algorithm with improved optimization capabilities, and
an adaptive framework for the land cover feature extraction prob-
lem at hand. To this end, we have made a detailed study and
behavioral analysis of the optimization techniques by means of
mathematical models governing their performance and hence pro-
posed to refine their results on terrain understanding applications
here, land cover feature extraction by extending their basic func-
tionalities by a hybridization of those nature inspired techniques.
The Landcover Classification is taken as a case study. It is perceived,
from this research, that Kappa coefficient, a well founded metric for
assessing the accuracy of classification in remote sensing commu-
nity, may  be used for comparative study of the results from soft
computing methods.

The future scope of the research includes proposing certain
modification to the algorithm so that the Kappa Coefficient can
be improved further. Also, an unsupervised version of the Bio-
geography based Satellite Image Classification may be explored by
including the context information of clusters used in generation of
species granules and then evaluating the HSI. The current system is
implemented using a simple heuristic technique namely standard
deviation; the system performance can be increased by using other
heuristic functions. Also, a generic tool representing the general-
ized system architecture of our hybrid intelligent classifier is under
development which takes as input a multi-spectral satellite image
and applies the hybrid classifier based on selective cluster iden-
tification and inefficiency analysis thus outputting the extracted
features from the image.

Further, in this work, we have used rough set theory to obtain
the elementary classes (or species). Since the band used in parti-
tioning affect the final results, the rough set theory can be replaced
by other swarm based clustering techniques, in this way  the
proposed feature extraction algorithm will become independent
of the bands and hence, the algorithm will become completely
‘swarm based’.

The results presented are preliminary and there is a lot of scope
for improvement to develop this algorithm as an ideal classifier. In
future, the algorithm efficiency can be further improved by low-
ering the threshold value used in BBO Algorithm thus leading to
more iterations and refined results. Also, we  can further divide the
image into more clusters so that a more accurate comparison can
be made and the decision about which of the two  techniques to
be applied on the particular cluster, can be further streamlined.
The system performance can be further increased by using better
unsupervised classifications and better training sets.
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